In the paper, it is considered a quasi-singular equation related with spectral questions of the Cauchy-Riemann operator with a nonlocal replacement of the boundary condition. It is proved noetherity of this equation, and its index is calculated.
Introduction
After well-known works by V.A. Steklov and F.I. Frankl, A.M. Nakhushev has investigated boundary value problems for elliptic operators in a new interpretation, and introduced the terms boundary value problems "with a displacement" and "with a displacement into the domain" [6] . In last publications concerning the Bitsadze-Likov equation, the problem with a displacement with the Kober-Erdelyi and M.Saigo operators was placed, and questions of uniqueness and nonuniqueness have been investigated at different functions and values of constants entering in boundary conditions [3] . For the elliptic case, interior estimations are obtained by means of the generalized variant of the theorem on a presentation of the Cauchy operator for elliptic numbers, and, hence, the method of connected operators is applied to solve the initial problems with initial functions which are holomorphic in elliptic complex numbers [5] . The work [2] is devoted to definition of a spectral curve for the Cauchy-Riemann operator on the punctured elliptic curve at relevant boundary conditions, and the Cauchy-Riemann operator in the Clifford algebra is studied in [4] .
Statement of the problem
Consider in the functional space C (|z| ≤ 1) the Cauchy-Riemann differential equation from [6] , [3] 
with boundary conditions being a nonlocal replacement [5] Reω(z) = Re
Imω(0) = Im
where λ is a spectral parameter. The problem (1), (2), (3) on eigenvalues for the Cauchy-Riemann differential operator is reduced to the quasi-singular integral equation [2] for the function u(z) on the circle |z| = 1 :
where a(z, λ) = 1 2
The present paper is devoted to calculating the index and establishing noetherity [4] , [5] for the quasi-singular integral equation (4) .
In the work [1] , it was calculated the index and established noetherity for a quasi-singular integral equation in the case when
Result and Discussion
One can easy conclude from (4) that a(z, λ) and ib(z, λ) are real. Noetherity of a singular integral equation is determined by the inequalities a(z) = 0 and b(z) = 0 for all |z| = 1 [4] . Hence, noetherity is broken when one of conditions λe λz +λeλ z = 0 or e λz − eλ z = 0 is realized. Therefore (λ +λ)e λz = 0 or λ +λ = 0. Thus, neotherity is guaranteed at λ = −λ, i.e. when Reλ = 0. The following theorem gives the value of the index ℵ defined by the formula [4] 
where [•] |z|=1 means the increment of the function [7] , contained in the square brackets, bypassing the unit circle in the positive direction, that is, againstclockwise.
Theorem 3.1 This is a text of a theorem. The quasi-singular integral equation (4) is a Fredholm one if the index ℵ of (4) is equal to zero at fulfillment of the noetherity condition Reλ = 0.
Proof. Since expressions a(z) + b(z) and a(z) − b(z) are complex conjugate, the index ℵ is expressed in the following form
where ∆ A Argf is the increment of Argf around A running in the positive direction. It is known [7] , Arg(a(z)
Here it is taken into account that b(z) is a pure imaginary function, and a(z) is a real one. Let the circle A = {z : |z| = 1} be bypassed against-clockwise. Let's find zeros of the function
So, zeros of the function b(z) are defined by the solution of the equation
Here λ plays the role of the parameter. Consider a topological method, i.e. q geometric way of solving the equation (5) . Note by K on the complex plane the point with the affix λ. Draw the unit circle |z| = 1. Take arbitrary z, |z| = 1. Drop the perpendicular DO to the direct OK: DO⊥OK. ∆ABO = ∆COD, DO = BO = Imλz. is not natural, the number of such intersection points will be S = 4 |λ| π + 2, i.e. each straight line intersects the circle in two points. Denote by C 1 one of these points that corresponds to the first solution z 1 of (5). In particular, it coincides with λ. Renumber other intersection points such that increasing of their numbers correspond to their location on the circle in the direction against-clockwise. So, we have C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 , C 6 . Denote by z j the point of the complex plane that is equal to the unit by the module and coincides with the point C j , i.e. (5)) determination of zeros of the function a(z).
We obtain after not complicated transformations e λz−λz = −λ λ , what implies immediately
The equation (6) is solving analogously to the equation (5) . Renumber the solutions of (6) ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , ω 4 , ω 5 , ω 6 , disposing them on the unit circle |z| = 1 against-clockwise. The numbers {ω j } will coincide with the set {z j }, {ω j } will be different and almost all of them will alternate on the unit circle. Now we cite a few words concerning the amount of solutions of (6) . It coincides with the doubled amount of integer k satisfying to the inequality |kπ+
k will be found from here in the form of the inequalities
In the case when , then S − 2 ≤ ρ ≤ S. Now we describe more detailed about disposition order of solutions of equations (5) and (6) 
, that alternation of {ω j } and {z j } is happened as it is shown on the figure 3. On the figure 3, the point C j corresponds to the number z j , the point D j corresponds to ω j , and all z j and ω j also alternate, except of the one pair z j , z j+1 and ω j , ω j+1 following immediately one after another. Violation of alternating solutions of equations (5) and (6) , we can calculate exact values of the index ℵ. So, passing through the solution either a(z), or (-ib(z)) changes the sign on the opposite one. Begin registration of signs from the arc interval with the ends z 1 and ω 1 . Suppose, the expression (-ib(z)) has here the sign " + ", and the function a(z) has the sign " − ". Then the following pair-wise alternation of signs
is kept until another arc interval with the point − iλ |λ| shall be occurred. Suppose that we enter in this interval with the pair of signs + + , then we obtain the same pare of signs which was at the entrance. In this connection, alternation of points z j and ω j will be changed. If, at the entrance, a solution of (6) was the left end of the arc interval, then now, at the exit, a solution of (5) will be the left end. That's why the further alternation of signs will arise according to (7) only from the right to the left, i.e. by virtue of symmetry of disposition of zeros, under full passage of an one-half of the unit circle, argument increment will not arise. Similarly arguments take place on the second part of the circle. It is obvious, initial choice of the pair of signs does not play the role. The case of can be considered by the same way. Thus, the index ℵ of the quasi-singular integral equation (4) is equal to zero.
